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E-mail address: skyoun@kaist.ac.kr (S.-K. Youn).In most of structural optimization approaches, ﬁnite element method (FEM) has been employed for struc-
tural response analysis and sensitivity calculation. However, the approaches generally suffer certain
drawbacks. In shape optimization, cumbersome parameterization of design domain is required and time
consuming remeshing task is also necessary. In topology optimization, design results are generally
restricted on the initial design space and additional post-processing is required for communication with
CAD systems. These drawbacks are due to the use of different mathematical languages in design or geo-
metric modeling and numerical analysis: spline basis functions are used in design and geometric model-
ing whereas Lagrangian and Hermitian polynomials in analysis. Isogeometric analysis is a very attractive
and promising alternative to overcome the limitations resulting from the use of the conventional FEM in
structural optimization. In isogeometric analysis, the same spline information such as control points and
spline basis functions which represent geometries in CAD systems are also used in numerical analysis.
Such uniﬁcation of the mathematical languages in CAD, analysis and design optimization can resolve
the issues mentioned above. In this work, structural shape optimization using isogeometric analysis is
studied on 2D and shell problems. The proposed framework is extended to topology optimization using
trimming techniques. New inner fronts are introduced by trimming spline curves in topology optimiza-
tion. Trimmed surface analysis which was recently proposed to analyze arbitrary complex topology prob-
lems is employed for topology optimization. Some benchmarking problems in shape and topology
optimization are treated using the proposed approach.
 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Remarkable progress has been achieved in shape and topology
optimization during the past three decades. Shape and topology
optimization are concerned with ﬁnding optimal shape and topol-
ogy of a structure by the iterative process based on structural re-
sponse analysis and sensitivity calculation, in case of gradient-
based optimization methods. In most of structural optimization
approaches, ﬁnite element method (FEM) has been employed for
structural response analysis and sensitivity calculation.
In the conventional shape optimization, the adequate choices of
boundary representation and design variables are essential for the
success of the optimization. In the early days of shape optimization,
the coordinates of the boundary nodes of a ﬁnite element model
were used as design variables (Francavilla et al., 1975). Using nodal
coordinates as design variables is very intuitive and directly related
to theﬁnite elementmethod.However, suchdesign variables lead to
unrealistic designs due to irregular boundaries, difﬁculty for main-
taining adequate ﬁnite element mesh and the excessive number ofll rights reserved.
: +82 42 350 3210.design variables (Braibant and Fleury, 1984; Haftka and Grandhi,
1986; Ding, 1986; Hsu, 1994). To guarantee the smoothness of
boundaries, many researchers paid attentions on the polynomial
representation of boundaries (Bhavikatti and Ramakrishnan, 1980;
Pedersen and Laursen, 1983). The coefﬁcients of polynomials were
used as design variables in their approaches. Although the
polynomial boundary representation gives sufﬁcient smoothness,
impractical oscillatory boundaries were observed in higher order
polynomial. Anotherproblem in theapproach is the lackof local con-
trol since the change of one coefﬁcient of the polynomial alters the
whole shape of curve. Splines such as B-spline and NURBS could
eliminate the oscillatory boundary and be locally controlled with
high degree of smoothness. Thus, the spline boundary representa-
tion became the most popular geometrical representation in shape
optimization. Due to the use of splines in geometric description,
the geometric design model based on splines and analysis model
based on ﬁnite elements are completely separated. Therefore, a
parameterization betweendesign variables andﬁnite elementmod-
el is required during the optimization process to deﬁne the relation
betweendesign and analysismodels. Another issue in shape optimi-
zation is to maintain an adequate ﬁnite element model during the
iterative process. For this, design element concept (Imam, 1982),
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et al., 2006) techniques were used. A comprehensive review of the
early development of shape optimization can be found in the survey
literatures (Braibant and Fleury, 1984; Haftka and Grandhi, 1986;
Ding, 1986; Hsu, 1994). In contrast to the early works of shape opti-
mization, Kim and Chang (2005) proposed ﬁxed grid based shape
optimization inspired from topology optimization techniques. They
called their approach Eulerian shape optimization because compu-
tational ﬁnite element mesh is ﬁxed during the optimization
process.
Since initially given topologies cannot be changed in shape opti-
mization, optimal designs are highly dependent on initial shape and
topologies. In order to overcome the restriction on the given topolo-
gies in shape optimization, topology optimization which enables to
describe the changes in topologyhas receivedgreat deal of attention.
The ﬁrst attempt was made by Bendsoe and Kikuchi (1988). In their
works, the homogenization method (Bendsoe and Kikuchi, 1988;
BendsoeandSigmund, 2003) andSIMP(Solid IsotropicMaterialwith
Penalization) method (Bendsoe and Sigmund, 2003; Rozvany et al.,
1992; Bendsoeand Sigmund, 1999)weredeveloped. The former em-
ploys homogenization concept on micro-structure to represent lay
out of the material and void region. The latter uses the relationship
between material properties and element density to be optimized.
In SIMP method, the ﬁnal optimization problem can be stated as
ﬁnding the optimum distribution of element densities in the struc-
ture. SIMP method is easy to implement and efﬁcient due to good
harmony with FEM and thus has been widely used in a broad range
of engineering design problems such as linear elastic, dynamics,
ﬂuidmechanics andmulti-physics. The numerousworks on the con-
ventional topology optimization can be found in (Bendsoe and Sig-
mund, 2003) the references therein. SIMP method has its inherent
numerical instabilities suchas checker-boardpatterns,meshdepen-
dency and minimum member size control, although they can be
avoidedby several techniques and constraints: density or sensitivity
ﬁltering (Sigmund and Petersson, 1998; Bruns and Tortorelli, 2001;
Bourdin, 2001; Guo and Gu, 2004), the perimeter control (Haber
et al., 1996), the slope constraint (Petersson and Sigmund, 1998;
Borrvall, 2001; Zhou et al., 2001) and density redistribution (Youn
and Park, 1997).
For new attempts for topology optimization, various methods
have been developed. Xie and Steven proposed the evolutionary
structural optimization (ESO) based on element-wise stress level
(Xie and Steven, 1993; Xie and Steven, 1994; Querin et al., 1998;
Kim et al., 2003). In the ESO, optimal topology of a structure can be
represented by adding and/or subtracting elements. Yoon and Kim
(2005) proposed a new topology optimization methodology named
element connectivity parameterization (ECP). In the ECP, the elastic
links are assumed to exist at vertices of elements and employed as
design variables to determine existence of elements connected by
them. The ECP can provide excellent designs in geometrically non-
linear problems since unrealistic effect on distortion of low density
elements is eliminated. The material cloud (MC) method was pro-
posed by Chang and Youn (2006). The optimal topology is expressed
bymeans of thematerial clouds and the size and/or position of them
are design variables in the material cloud method based topology
optimization. With the method, the change of design space can be
easily achievedandcomputational costs canbe reducedby introduc-
ing the active ﬁnite elements.
Topology optimization methods described so far represent the
optimal topology with cells or elements. Since such cell-based rep-
resentation of topology leads irregular and vague boundary lay-
outs, new attempts for smooth and deﬁnite material boundary
have been studied. In recent years, level set based topology optimi-
zation which was ﬁrst proposed by Sethian and Wiegmann (2000)
has been extensively investigated. The moving front which express
material boundary is adopted as design variables. The evolution ofmaterial boundary is governed by Hamilton–Jacobi equation
employing the shape velocity computed from design sensitivity
analysis. Several works on level set based shape and topology opti-
mization can be found in (Allaire et al., 2004; Allaire and Jouve,
2005; Amstutz and Andra, 2006; Wang et al., 2003; Wang and
Wang, 2004; Wang et al., 2004). Despite the profound investiga-
tions on level set based topology optimization, it has a shortcoming
which is concerned with the incapability of creating new inner
fronts during the optimization process. Due to the shortcoming,
an initial level set generally includes a number of inner fronts so
that the optimum topology of level set based topology optimiza-
tion is highly dependent on the initial number and positions of in-
ner fronts. In order to overcome the shortcoming, level set based
topology optimization attempts for free creation of new inner
fronts based on the topological derivative (Burger et al., 2004;
Allaire and Jouve, 2005; Amstutz and Andra, 2006) and the strain
energy density (Park and Youn, 2008) have been presented.
Belytschko et al. (2003) proposed a nodal implicit function based
topology optimization using level set representation and extended
ﬁnite element method (XFEM). There has been several works on
spline based topology optimization. The earliest spline based
topology optimization is the bubble method (Eschenauer et al.,
1993). Inserting bubbles based on the characteristic function and
shape optimization of the outer boundaries and inner bubbles
which are represented by splines are sequentially repeated for
topology optimization in the method. The conventional FEM with
remeshing scheme is used for analysis in the method. Cervera
and Trevelyan (2005) proposed a spline based topology optimiza-
tion approach using BEM (boundary element method) in evolu-
tionary concept. In their work, boundaries are represented by
NURBS and positions of the control points are design variables.
Then, the direction and amount of movements of the control points
are determined based on the stress of boundary elements calcu-
lated by BEM. New inner fronts are created at lower stress region
by taking the internal evaluation points surrounding the region
as control points of the inner fronts. Lee et al. (2007) proposed a
spline based topology optimization approach using ﬁxed FE grid.
Design variables are the control points of the boundaries and inner
fronts. The inner fronts are introduced based on the topological
derivative. They also proposed the selection criteria, which is de-
ﬁned in the ratio of sensitivity of an objective function and that
of a constraint, as a measure for taking topological changes.
Despite rapid and wide advances in topology optimization,
most of topology optimization methods suffer from FEM related
problems. In general, they use a ﬁxed FE grid for numerical analy-
sis, thus design results are highly dependent on the initial ﬁxed
computational mesh. Although the studies on design space expan-
sion were presented in 2D problems (Chang and Youn, 2006; Jang
and Kwak, 2008), the initial grid dependency problem is very difﬁ-
cult to resolve in optimization of shell problems. Moreover, the
topology optimization methods which use cell-based representa-
tion such as SIMP, ESC, ECP and MC, etc. require additional postpro-
cessing effort to produce CAD data of the optimal designs.
As mentioned above, shape and topology optimization methods
have the FEM related shortcomings such as additional parameter-
ization and troublesome remeshing in shape optimization and
dependency on the initial FE grid and huge effort for postprocess-
ing in topology optimization. Main reason of the shortcomings is
the use of different mathematical languages in geometric design
and analysis, i.e. splines in design whereas polynomials in analysis.
Such inconsistent mathematical languages in geometric descrip-
tion and numerical analysis are the causes of serious problems in
a typical product development process. In most of CAD and CAE
systems, the geometric design module and the numerical analysis
module are operated completely separated with different mathe-
matical representation of the same object. However, intensive
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due to the iterative nature of the development process. Modiﬁca-
tion of design resulting from the analysis is frequently required
to improve quality and performance of products. However, such
an inconvenient communication between the two modules causes
loss of accuracy, waste of manpower and time.
As the demand on convenient and efﬁcient communication be-
tween design and analysis increases, there have been many at-
tempts to unify the mathematical languages in design and analysis
by using splines. Kagan et al. (1998) proposed new B-spline ﬁnite
elements in linear elastic problems. Cho and Roh (2003), Roh and
Cho (2004) discussed the ﬁnite element method using B-spline for
a shell analysis. Subsequently, they proposed the integrated ap-
proach of design and analysis with B-spline basis functions (Roh
and Cho, 2005). Subbarayan and his co-workers (Natekar et al.,
2004; Rayasam et al., 2007) proposed Constructive Solid Analysis
(CSA) inspired from Constructive Solid Geometry based on Boolean
operation in CAD systems. They usedNURBS (Non-UniformRational
B-Spline) basis functions to representboundaries andﬁeld variables.
Theyextended theirworks tooptimal shapedesignby changinggeo-
metric variables of the primitives which are used in composition of
geometries (Zhang et al., 2007a). Hughes et al. (2005) have come up
with the name ‘‘isogeometric analysis” in which NURBS are used for
modelingandanalysis. Theyproposed the frameworkof direct useof
spline data provided from CAD systems in numerical analysis by
reﬁnement operation from coarsemesh. Also, further studies on iso-
geometric analysis have beendone by the samegroup (Cottrell et al.,
2006; Bazilevs et al., 2007; Cottrell et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2007b).
Several works on isogeometric analysis using T-spline were pre-
sented to improve geometrical stability and numerical efﬁciencies
(Uhm et al., 2008; Dörfel et al., 2010; Bazilevs et al., 2010). Recently,
the trimmed surface analysis (Kimet al., 2009)wasproposed to treat
arbitrary complex topology surfaces without dividing the model
intomultiple tensor-product patcheswhich requires hugemodeling
effort and time. By using the isogeometric analysis, the communica-
tion between CAD systems and analysis becomes very easy and efﬁ-
cient. Moreover, the isogeometric analysis is superior in numerical
accuracy since geometries are exactly represented by splines
whereas geometries are approximated in conventional FEM (Bazi-
levs et al., 2007).
By using the same mathematical language, i.e. splines, in design
optimization, any additional parameterization betweendesign vari-
ables andanalysismodelbecomesunnecessary. As a shapeof surface
changes by themovements of control points, themesh of the surface
which is embedded in the geometry also changes automatically.
Therefore remeshing is not required during the entire optimization
process. In addition, design result is not dependent on the initial de-
sign space. Some researchers have been contributed to shape opti-
mization with isogometric analysis (Seo and Youn, 2008; Wall
et al., 2008; Cho and Ha, 2009) but there have been no attempts to
apply the isogeometric analysis to topology optimization.
In the present work, shape and topology optimization using iso-
geometric analysis is presented as the ﬁrst step for a spline based
integrated shape and topology optimization approach. Shape opti-
mization of 2D and shell problems is treated and the same frame-
work is extended to topological design by using the trimmed
surface analysis.
Deﬁnitions and properties of B-spline, NURBS and T-spline are
brieﬂy reviewed in Section 2. Isogeometric analysis and the
trimmed surface analysis are described in Section 3. Derivation of
analytic sensitivities of objective functions such as compliance
and maximum stress is presented in Section 4. Numerical exam-
ples on shape optimization using isogeometric analysis are
presented in Section 5. Extension to topology optimization is
followed in Section 6. Final conclusion and future works are ad-
dressed in Section 7.2. B-spline, NURBS and T-splines
In this section, deﬁnitions of B-spline and basis functions are
brieﬂy introduced. Knot insertion which is a fundamental and
essential geometric operation in spline and isogeometric analysis
is explained. Then, NURBS and T-spline are also explained.
2.1. B-spline basis functions
B-spline basis functions are deﬁned by the knot vector which is
a set of non-decreasing parameters of real number (knots). Let a
knot vector s ¼ ½s0; s1; . . . ; snþp where n is the number of control
points and p the degree of B-spline basis functions. The interval
½s0; snþp is called a patch, and the interval ½si; siþ1 is called a knot
span. Non-zero knot spans of a knot vector are piecewise deﬁned
segments or elements in the parametric space. It is called an open
knot vector if its ﬁrst and last knots are repeated p + 1 times
whereas a closed knot vector otherwise. A B-spline deﬁned by an
open knot vector interpolates both end control points while it does
not interpolate with a closed knot vector.
Then, B-spline basis function can be determined by the follow-
ing recursive formula starting with piecewise constant:
Ni;0ðsÞ ¼
1; si 6 s < siþ1
0; otherwise

Ni;pðsÞ ¼ s sisiþp  si Ni;p1ðsÞ þ
siþpþ1  s
siþpþ1  siþ1 Niþ1;p1ðsÞ
ð1Þ
Important properties of B-spline basis functions are as follows:
(1) Partition of unity:
Pn
i¼1Ni;pðsÞ ¼ 1
(2) Compact support in the interval ½si; siþpþ1
(3) Non-negativity: Ni;pðsÞP 0
(4) Cpk continuity where k is multiplicity of knots: if internal
knots are not repeated, Cp1
Generally, the smoothness of B-spline basis functions is higher
than that of the conventional FEM basis functions. For a quadratic
case, B-spline maintains C1 continuity while C0 in FEM basis func-
tion. This implies that derivative information such as stress and
curvature, etc., are completely continuous in the whole spline
patch. Such high smoothness has great advantages in stress calcu-
lation and analysis of shell structures which requires high
smoothness.
2.2. B-spline curves and surfaces
A B-spline curve of degree p is expressed in parametric form as a
linear combination of control points, xi, and basis functions of de-
gree p.
CðsÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1
Ni;pðsÞxi ð2Þ
B-spline surface is deﬁned by a tensor product of basis functions
with two parameters.
Sðs; tÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1
Xm
j¼1
Ni;pðsÞMj;qðtÞxij ð3Þ
Here, Ni;pðsÞ and Mj;qðtÞ are B-spline basis functions of degree p and
of degree q with respect to the parameters s and t. They are deter-
mined by their knot vectors which are given by s ¼ ½s0; s1; . . . ; snþp
and t ¼ ½t0; t1; . . . ; tmþq. Then, the surface patch is deﬁned by the
interval ½s0; snþp  ½t0; tmþq and knot span by ½si; siþ1  ½tj; tjþ1 in
the parametric space. In this work, two-dimensional parametric
space is deﬁned by the interval ½0;1  ½0;1. The parametric space
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s ¼ ½s0; s1; . . . ; snþp and t ¼ ½t0; t1;    ; tmþq.
2.3. Knot insertion and knot multiplicity
B-spline has several fundamental geometric algorithms such as
knot insertion, degree elevation and knot removal, etc. (Piegl and
Tiller, 1997). Among these, knot insertion is the most important
and essential operation in isogeometric analysis. Knot insertion is
the process of determining new control points without shape
change when additional knots are inserted into a given knot vector.
Simple example on knot insertion is shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 1(a) shows
a quadratic B-spline curve with six control points and the knot vec-
tor, s ¼ ½0;0;0;0:25;0:5;0:75;1;1;1. The curve is divided into 4
elements by the knot vector. The basis functions of control points
are shown in the ﬁgure. Then the curve can be reﬁned by knot
insertion without shape change as shown in Fig. 1(b). Two knots,
i.e. 0.125 and 0.375, are inserted into the knot vector and two
new control points are created. By inserting non-repeated knots,
the number of elements increases. Knot insertion does not change
the shape and the smoothness of basis functions. It is used in iso-
geometric analysis for reﬁning mesh without change of the geom-
etry. It is analogous with h-reﬁnement in the conventional FEM.
Fig. 1(c) illustrates the knot multiplicity operation. Two knots are
repeated, i.e. 0.25 and 0.75, in the knot vector and two new control
points are created while the number of elements remains the
same. Note that the additional control points are located at the
interface of elements. Knot multiplicity does not change the shape
but changes the smoothness of the basis function for the
corresponding control point. As shown in the ﬁgure, we can
enforce Kronecker delta property on the additional control points
by using knot multiplicity. This special property of knot multiplic-
ity allows the introduction of sharp corners and stress discontinu-
ity behaviors. Moreover, pointwise essential boundary conditions
are easily treated by enforcing Kronecker delta property.
2.4. NURBS curve and surface
NURBS is a generalization of B-spline and it is the standard in
many CAD systems at present. NURBS is weighted and rational
form of B-spline. NURBS curve and surface are shown in the follow-
ing equations.Fig. 1. Knot insertion and knot multiplicityCðsÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1
wiNi;pðsÞPn
j¼1wjNj;pðsÞ
xi;
Sðs; tÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1
Xm
j¼1
wijNi;pðsÞMj;qðtÞPn
k¼1
Pm
l¼1wklNk;pðsÞMl;qðtÞ
xij ð4Þ
Here, xij is the control points and wij the weight of the control point.
The patch and knot spans of NURBS are deﬁned in the same way as
in B-spline. If all weights are unity, NURBS is equivalent to B-spline.
Since NURBS is deﬁned by rational basis functions derived from B-
spline polynomial basis functions, it can represent circles, ellipses,
cones and conics exactly which can not be exactly represented by
polynomial basis functions.
2.5. T-splines
Although NURBS is the most widely used mathematical lan-
guage in many CAD systems, it is highly inefﬁcient in local reﬁne-
ment and patch merging. Fig. 2 illustrates the inefﬁcient local
reﬁnement of NURBS. For reﬁnement of a local region in interest
(dashed circle in Fig. 2(a)), knots are to be propagated through
the entire row or column (dashed lines in Fig. 2(b)) which contain
the local region because of the tensor product nature of NURBS.
The global propagation of knots causes large number of superﬂu-
ous control points. Fig. 3 also illustrates an inefﬁcient merging pro-
cess of NURBS patches. To combine the NURBS patches whose
interfaces are not coincident, knots are also propagated (dashed
lines in the right ﬁgure of Fig. 3) through other patches. In order
to overcome the inefﬁciencies of NURBS, T-spline was proposed
by Sederberg et al. (2003, 2004). T-splines are mitigated from the
strict tensor product patch concept and allow peculiar points
called T-junctions in parametric space. The parametric space which
includes the T-junctions is called T-mesh. The T-junctions enable T-
spline surfaces to be locally reﬁned. Without T-junctions in para-
metric space, T-spline surface is the same with NURBS surface.
Therefore, T-spline is a generalization of NURBS and enables to re-
duce the number of control points dramatically. General paramet-
ric spaces of NURBS and T-spline are shown in Fig. 4. T-spline
surface is written as
Sðs; tÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1
wiBiðs; tÞPn
j¼1wjBjðs; tÞ
xi ð5Þ: a quadratic B-spline curve example.
Fig. 3. Inefﬁcient patch merging process of NURBS.
Fig. 2. Inefﬁciency in local reﬁnement of NURBS surface: global propagation of knots.
T-junctions
Fig. 4. The parametric domain of NURBS (left) and T-spline (right).
Fig. 5. Comparison of local reﬁnement
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follow:
Biðs; tÞ ¼ Ni;pðsÞNi;pðtÞ ð6Þ
The B-spline basis functions, Ni;pðsÞ and Ni;pðtÞ, are associated with
the knot vectors, s ¼ ½si; . . . ; siþpþ1 and t ¼ ½ti; . . . ; tiþpþ1, respec-
tively. Then rational form of T-spline basis function is deﬁned as
follow:
Riðs; tÞ ¼ wiBiðs; tÞPn
j¼1wjBjðs; tÞ
ð7Þ
If there is no T-junction in parametric space, T-spline basis func-
tions are equivalent to those of NURBS. Even though T-spline sur-
faces were proposed based on only cubic B-spline basis functionswith NURBS and T-spline surfaces.
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deﬁne T-spline surface based on other degree of B-spline basis func-
tions. More details on T-splines can be found in the literatures (Sed-
erberg et al., 2003, 2004).
As shown in Fig. 5, efﬁcient local reﬁnement of T-spline is
achieved without global propagation of knots. Such efﬁcient pro-
cesses prevent from creating superﬂuous control points. Fig. 6.
illustrates efﬁciency of T-spline in patch merging process. The
non-matching knots on the merging boundary are treated by T-
junctions with T-spline while knots are globally propagated with
NURBS. Consequently, the use of T-splines can resolve some insta-
bilities in geometric modeling and reduce computational costs
(time and memory) dramatically in numerical analysis.
3. Review on the conventional isogeometric analysis and
trimmed surface analysis
In the present work, the analysis framework of the isogeometric
analysis is used for design optimization of structures. In this sec-
tion, we brieﬂy review the isogeometric analysis and its character-
istics are simply compared with those of the conventional FEM.
The trimmed surface analysis which can overcome topological
limitation in the conventional isogeometric analysis are also
explained.
3.1. The conventional isogeometric analysis
The general procedure of the isogeometric analysis is shown in
Fig. 7. At ﬁrst, geometric modeling is performed in CAD systems.
We can obtain the spline data for geometry information such as
the coordinates of control points, weights and knots from the
CAD ﬁles (*.igs, *.step). Generally, the spline data provides initial
coarse mesh of the structure. Then, knot insertion is performed
for ﬁne discretization to obtain sufﬁcient number of degree of free-
doms for ﬁnite element analysis. In the ﬁgure, only global reﬁne-
ment of the surface is shown but, if necessary, local reﬁnement
can be also performed with T-spline. After imposing boundary con-Fig. 6. Comparison of patch merging w
Fig. 7. The procedurditions, ﬁnite element analysis is performed using spline basis
functions.
Fig. 8 shows the quadratic ﬁnite element models of the conven-
tional FEM and the isogeometric analysis. Less number of D.O.F. is
used in the isogeometric analysis than in the conventional FEM for
the same number of elements. Hence, total size of system equation
is much smaller in the isogeometric analysis. In general, the iso-
geometric analysis yields better accuracy than the conventional
FEM if the same number of D.O.F. is used for both cases. Table 1
summarizes the similar and different properties of the isogeomet-
ric analysis and the conventional FEM. Control points play the
same role with nodes in FEM. Spline basis functions are used in-
stead of polynomial basis functions to represent geometries as well
as ﬁeld variables.
Sðs; tÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1
Riðs; tÞxi; u ¼ Rd ð8Þ
Entities in the local displacement vector d are the displacement at
control points. Structural responses are determined at the control
points by solving system equation and the overall response is rep-
resented by the responses at control points and the spline basis
functions. Knot spans construct ﬁnite elements in parametric space.
Geometries are exactly represented with spline basis functions in
the isogeometric analysis while approximated with polynomial ba-
sis functions in the conventional FEM.
3.2. The trimmed surface analysis
Main limitation of the conventional isogeometric analysis is
that analysis models should be composed of tensor-product spline
patches. Thus, it is very difﬁcult to treat topologically complex
models with the conventional isogeometric analysis. Although
such complex models can be easily expressed by simple trimming
operation in computer graphics, they should be divided into
several quadrilateral patches for the isogeometric analysis and
these patches should be ﬁtted together with seamless interfaces.
Therefore, additional huge modeling effort for analysis is required.ith NURBS and T-spline surfaces.
e of spline FEM.
Fig. 8. A quadratic ﬁnite element models of the conventional FEM and isogeometric analysis.
Table 1
Comparison of isogeometric analysis and the conventional FEM.
Conventional FEM Isogeometric analysis
Nodal points Control points
Elements Knot spans
Polynomial basis function Spline basis function (polynomial or rational)
Approximated geometry Exact geometry
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overcome the topological limitation in isogeometric analysis. Main
idea of the trimmed surface analysis is the direct use of trimming
information such as an untrimmed surface and a set of trimming
curves which are provided from CAD ﬁles. In the conventional iso-
geometric analysis, the parametric space of an analysis model is di-
vided into rectangular elements by bidirectional knot spans. Thus,
numerical integration of those elements is straightforward. How-
ever, if trimming curves are introduced in a surface, the elements
which are trimmed out by trimming curves are no longer rectangu-
lar. The key issue in the trimmed surface analysis is the exact inte-
gration of the trimmed elements of arbitrary shape.
Let us consider a trimmed surface shown in Fig. 9(a). For the
trimmed surface, CAD provides the untrimmed surface, four trim-
ming curves in physical space and those in parametric space.
Fig. 9(b) illustrates the parametric space of the untrimmed surface.
Then, elements are classiﬁed by three kinds as shown in Fig. 9(c).
Untrimmed elements inside analysis model (blue) are integrated
by Gauss quadrature rule for rectangle and untrimmed elements
outside analysis model (red) are excluded from analysis. Since
the trimmed elements (green) are not quadrilateral, they should
be divided into sub-integration cells. The trimmed elements can
be also classiﬁed by three kinds based on the number of element
vertices excluded from analysis model (red points) as shown in
Fig. 10.1 In case of complicated trimmed elements which do not
match to the three kinds, those elements are divided by quadtree
reﬁnement until the quadtreely reﬁned cells satisfy one of the
three trimmed cases. The trimmed elements are decomposed right
triangular integration cells and curved ones for numerical integra-
tion. The curved triangular integration cells have curved boundary
which is a part of trimming spline curve. The right triangular cells
are integrated by Gauss quadrature rule for triangles. For exact1 For interpretation of references to color in Figs. 9 and 10, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.numerical integration of the curved triangular cells, the modiﬁed
integration scheme inspired from NURBS-enhanced integration
scheme (Sevilla et al., 2008) was proposed in the trimmed surface
analysis (Kim et al., 2009). Note that integration cell decomposition
is performed in the parametric space of the untrimmed surface
since the parametric space is simpler than the physical one.
The element stiffness matrix is given by
ke ¼
Z
BTDBdX ¼
Z 1
1
Z 1
1
BTDBjJjdndg ¼
XNINT
k¼1
BTkDBkjJkjWk ð9Þ
where B is strain-displacement matrix, D the constitutive matrix, J
the Jacobian, jJj the determinant of Jacobian and W the weight at
each integration points. NINT is the number of Gauss quadrature.
The matrix B is expressed in the following discrete form.
B¼MCG
M¼
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 1 1 0
2
64
3
75; C¼ J1S 0
0 J1S
" #
; G¼
R1;s 0 R2;s 0    Rn;s 0
R1;t 0 R2;t 0    Rn;t 0
0 R1;s 0 R2;s    0 Rn;s
0 R1;t 0 R2;t    0 Rn;t
2
6664
3
7775
ð10Þ
JS is the transformation mapping from the parametric space to the
physical one and is written as
JS ¼
x;s y;s
x;t y;t
 
¼
Pn
i¼1
Ri;sxi
Pn
i¼1
Ri;syi
Pn
i¼1
Ri;txi
Pn
i¼1
Ri;tyi
2
6664
3
7775 ð11Þ
B and JS are in the same form regardless of the type of integration
cells while Jacobian J is different according to the integration cells.
In rectangular integration cells, Jacobian J and its determinant
are calculated in the same way with the conventional isogeometric
analysis. Jacobian of the element which is deﬁned by two knot
spans ½si; siþ1  ½tj; tjþ1 is written as
J ¼ JRJS ¼
siþ1si
2 0
0 tjþ1tj2
" # P
i
Ri;sxi
P
i
Ri;syiP
i
Ri;txi
P
i
Ri;tyi
2
64
3
75; jJj ¼ jJRjjJSj ð12Þ
In case of right triangular integration cells, a linear transformation R
is required for integration as shown in Fig. 11. The transformation R
is simply expressed by linear triangular shape functions in FEM.
Fig. 10. Three kinds of trimmed elements and integration cell decomposition.
Fig. 9. A trimmed surface and classiﬁcation of its elements.
Fig. 11. Transformations in right triangular integration cells.
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t ¼ ð1 n gÞt1 þ ðnÞt2 þ ðgÞt3

ð13Þ
Two vertices of right triangular integration cells, ðs1; t1Þ and
ðs2; t2Þ, are coincident with the vertices of the trimmed rectangu-
lar elements and the other vertex ðs3; t3Þ which lies on a trim-ming curve is intersection of the trimmed element edge and
the trimming curve as shown in Fig. 12. The coordinates of the
intersection and its corresponding parameter of the trimming
curve are determined by simple point inversion scheme (Piegl
and Tiller, 1997). Then, Jacobian J in right triangular cells is writ-
ten as
Fig. 12. Finding intersection and its corresponding parameter of the trimming curve in a right triangular integration cell.
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s1þ s2 t1þ t2
s1þ s3 t1þ t3
  P
i
Ri;sxi
P
i
Ri;syiP
i
Ri;txi
P
i
Ri;tyi
2
64
3
75; jJj ¼ 1
2
jJRjjJSj
ð14Þ
Fig. 13 illustrates the linear transformations from Gauss quad-
rature integration cell to a physical space for numerical integra-
tion of a curved triangular integration cell. XPH is a triangular
cell in physical space and XPM in parametric space. In a curved
triangular cell, a vertex ðs1; t1Þ is coincident with one of the
trimmed rectangular element vertices. The other two vertices
ðs2; t2Þ and ðs3; t3Þ are intersections which lie on the trimming
curve. The intersections and their corresponding parameters of
the trimming curve, k1 and k2, are determined by the point inver-
sion as shown in Fig. 14.Fig. 13. Transformations in curve
Fig. 14. Finding intersections and their corresponding parametersThe transformations P; Q , and R are written as follows (Kim
et al., 2009):
P : fn;gg! fk;1g k¼
n
2 ðk2 k1Þþ 12 ðk2þ k1Þ
1¼ g2þ 12
(
ð15Þ
Q : fk;1g! fa;bg a¼/aðkÞð1 1Þ
b¼/bðkÞð11Þþ1
(
ð16Þ
R : fa;bg! fs; tg s¼ ðbÞs1þð1abÞs2þðaÞs3
t¼ ðbÞt1þð1abÞt2þðaÞt3

) s
t
 
¼ s2þ s3 s1 s2t2þ t3 t1 t2
  a
b
 
þ s2
t2
 
) s
t
 
¼A a
b
 
þB
ð17Þd triangular integration cells.
of the trimming curve in a curved triangular integration cell.
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½/aðkÞ /bðkÞT can be derived from the inverse transformation R1.
Thus it can be rewritten as
uðkÞ ¼ R1  CðkÞ ¼ A1 CðkÞ  Bð Þ ð18Þ
Then, Jacobian J in curved triangular integration cells is given by
J¼ JPJQ JRJS ¼
@k
@n
@1
@n
@k
@g
@1
@g
" #
@a
@k
@b
@k
@a
@1
@b
@1
" #
@s
@a
@t
@a
@s
@b
@t
@b
" #
@x
@s
@y
@s
@x
@t
@y
@t
" #
; jJj ¼ jJPjjJQ jjJRjjJSj
ð19Þ
where
JP¼
@k
@n
@1
@n
@k
@g
@1
@g
" #
¼
k2k1
2 0
0 12
 
; JQ ¼
@a
@k
@b
@k
@a
@1
@b
@1
" #
¼
@/aðkÞ
@k ð11Þ
@/bðkÞ
@k ð11Þ/aðkÞ /bðkÞþ1
" #
and
JR ¼
@s
@a
@t
@a
@s
@b
@t
@b
 
¼ s2 þ s3 t2 þ t3s1  s2 t1  t2
 
.
By using Eq. (17), @/aðkÞ
@k and
@/bðkÞ
@k can be calculated as follow.
@/aðkÞ
@k
@/bðkÞ
@k
 !
¼
@ A1ðCðkÞ  BÞ
 
@k
¼ A1 @CðkÞ
@k
 
ð20Þ
Fig. 15 shows decomposed integration cells and integration
points in them. Integration points in curved triangular integration
cells are well distributed near the curved boundaries by the pro-
posed transformations shown in Fig. 14. Consequently, the stiffness
matrix of a curved triangular integration cell can be calculated by
applying Eq. (19) to Eq. (9).
4. Shape sensitivity analysis with trimmed surface analysis
In the present work, the coordinates of the control points that
represent the boundaries of a surface are chosen as design vari-
ables. Then general shape optimization can be written as follows:
Minimize W x;uðxÞð Þ
subject to hj x;uðxÞð Þ ¼ 0 j¼ 1; . . . ;Number of equality constraint
gk x;uðxÞð Þ6 0 k¼ 1; . . . ;Number of inequality constraint
xi 6 xi 6 xi i¼ 1; . . . ;Number of design variables
ð21Þ
whereW is the objective function and x the design variable and uðxÞ
the ﬁeld variable, e.g. the displacements. xi and xi are the lower andFig. 15. Integration cell decompositionupper bound(side constraint) of the design variables, respectively.
The method of moving asymptotes (MMA) (Svanberg, 1987) is em-
ployed as an optimizer. In order to use the gradient-based algo-
rithm, an accurate calculation of sensitivity is essential. In this
section, analytic sensitivities on compliance and maximum stress
are derived in discrete manner and their accuracy is veriﬁed.
4.1. Analytic sensitivity calculation
When compliance is chosen as an objective function, its sensi-
tivities with respect to the design variables, i.e. the coordinates
of control points of the surface, can be derived as follows.
Discrete form of compliance is written as
W x;uðxÞð Þ ¼ FTu ð22Þ
where F is the force vector in linear system equation and u the dis-
placement vector. In case of a design independent concentrated
force, the sensitivities of compliance with respect to design vari-
ables written as follows since derivative of force vector is
eliminated.
@W
@x
¼ FT @u
@x
¼ FTK1 @K
@x
u ¼ uT @K
@x
u ð23Þ
The element stiffness matrix ke shown in Eq. (9) is assembled to
form the stiffness matrix. Then, the derivative of the element stiff-
ness matrix with respect to the design variable is
@ke
@x
¼
XNINT
k¼1
@BTk
@x
DBkjJkjWk þ BTkD
@Bk
@x
jJkjWk þ BTkDBk
@jJkj
@x
Wk
" #
ð24Þ
The derivative of B is written as follow:
@B
@x
¼M @C
@x
G where
@C
@x
¼
@J1S
@x 0
0 @J
1
S
@x
2
4
3
5 and @J1S
@x
¼ J1S
@JS
@x
J1S
ð25Þ
As explained in the previous section, the transformation relations
are different according to the type of integration cell. Among those
transformations, only JS is dependent on the coordinates of surface
control points while others are independent. Thus, the derivative of
jJj is expressed in terms of that of jJSj.and integration points in the cells.
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@x
¼ jJRj
@jJSj
@x
: rectangular and right triangular cells
@jJj
@x
¼ jJPjjJQ jjJRj
@jJSj
@x
: curved triangular cells
ð26Þ
The sensitivity of element stiffness matrix can be evaluated by
applying Eqs. (25) and (26) to Eq. (24). Then, the sensitivity of
the compliance can be obtained by summing up the sensitivities
of the compliance within the elements which are included in the
compact support of the basis function of the design variable.
@W
@x
¼ uT @K
@x
u ¼ 
XNECS
i¼1
uT
@ki
@x
u ð27Þ
NECS is the number of elements in the compact support of a certain
design variable.
Under certain circumstances, minimizing the maximum stress
of a structure is often desired in structural shape optimization. In
the present work, the maximum von-Mises stress described below
is considered as a stress measure.
rVON ¼ r
2
1 þ r22 þ ðr1  r2Þ2 þ 6r212
2
" #1=2
¼ ~r
T~r
2
 1=2
ð28Þ
where ~r ¼ r1 r2 r1  r2
ﬃﬃﬃ
6
p
r12T

 
.
Then, the derivative of von-Mises stress with respect to a coor-
dinate of control point is as follow.
drVON
dx
¼ 1
2rVON
~rT
d~r
dx
ð29Þ
To compute the above equation, the derivatives of stress com-
ponents should be derived. The local stress vector at the maximum
stress point can be written in discrete form as
rMAX ¼
r1
r2
r3
2
64
3
75 ¼ DBd ¼ DBAu: ð30Þ
Here, d is the local displacement vector of the control points con-
cerned with the maximum stress point while u the global one. ATable 2
Veriﬁcation of sensitivity analysis: the compliance and the maximum stress.
Design variables Compliance
Sensitivity analysis FDM Err
1 1.947E+03 1.952E+03 0
2 1.065E+03 1.068E+03 0
3 2.862E+03 2.843E+03 0
4 1.424E+02 1.418E+02 0
5 1.960E+03 1.956E+03 0
6 2.591E+02 2.583E+02 0
Fig. 16. Veriﬁcation modelis a matrix which transforms the global displacement vector to
the local one. Since the maximum stress is a localized performance
whereas compliance represents global behavior, the transformation
matrix A is desired to represent the maximum stress with respect to
the global components. A has the value 1 at the degree of freedom
corresponding to the local displacement vector and zeros at other
places. Then, the sensitivity of the local behavior can be derived
as follow:
dr
dx
¼ @r
@x
þ @r
@u
@u
@x
¼ D @B
@x
Auþ DBA @u
@x
¼ D @B
@x
Au DBAK1 @K
@x
u ¼ D @B
@x
Au vT @K
@x
u ð31Þ
where v is the solution of the following adjoint equation.
Kv ¼ DBAð ÞT ð32Þ4.2. Veriﬁcation of sensitivity analysis
The derived analytic sensitivities are veriﬁed by comparing with
those obtained from ﬁnite difference method (FDM). The veriﬁca-
tion model shown in Fig. 16(a) is a cantilever beam that is sub-
jected to the concentrated force along the vertical direction at
the bottom right corner. The ﬁnite element model and its control
points are shown in Fig. 16(b). Stress contour resulting from iso-
geometric analysis is also shown in Fig. 16(c). In Table 2, sensitiv-
ities of compliance and the maximum stress with respect to the
coordinates of the six chosen control points in Fig. 16(b) are com-
pared with those of FDM. For FDM calculation, 0.1% perturbation of
the design variables, that is, 0.2 mm for the horizontal coordinates
and 0.12 mm for the vertical coordinates, is given. As shown in
Table 2, analytic sensitivities are in good agreement with those
from FDM calculation.
5. Shape optimization results
The isogeometric analysis is applied to shape optimization
problems. In this work, 2D and simple shell problems are treated.Maximum stress
or (%) Sensitivity analysis FDM Error (%)
.215 6.915E+06 6.914E+06 0.021
.271 4.386E+07 4.376E+07 0.237
.673 2.652E+09 2.634E+09 0.705
.480 5.298E+07 5.259E+07 0.736
.214 1.400E+07 1.400E+07 0.018
.302 3.339E+05 3.318E+05 0.605
for sensitivity analysis.
Fig. 17. Determination of the side constraints.
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condition.
The side constraints of the design variables shown in Eq. (21)
are crucial for success of shape optimization. In order to prevent
entanglement of the control points, strict side constraints of the
design variables are assigned during optimization process. Fig. 17
illustrates how to determine the side constraints of a certain design
variable ðP0Þ. For the design variables, we ﬁnd the closest control
points. Then the minimum distance R can be determined and the
side constraint of the design variable is deﬁned in following
equation.
SC ¼ 0:5Rmax½sin h; cos h; xi ¼ xi  SC; xi ¼ xi þ SC ð33Þ
In all examples, the following convergence criterion is employed.
e ¼ Wcurrent Wprevious
Wprevious
6 106 ð34Þ5.1. A ﬁllet design: minimization of the maximum stress
The ﬁrst problem is a ﬁllet design and the problem deﬁnition is
shown in Fig. 18. The quarter model of the ﬁllet with symmetricFig. 18. Problem deﬁnition of
Fig. 19. Final design result:boundary conditions and a uniformly distributed force on the right
side is shown. The material properties used in this example are
E ¼ 73:1 GPa and m ¼ 0:33. The ﬁllet model is constructed by three
B-spline surface patches which have the same knot vector along
the vertical direction. As shown in Fig. 18(a), the top edge of the
middle patch is the design boundary. In this example, the vertical
coordinates of the control points (Fig. 18(b)) which represent the
design boundary, are design variables. The objective of this prob-
lem is to minimize the maximum stress with volume reduction.
Fig. 19 shows the stress contours of the initial and the ﬁnal design.
The ﬁnal FE mesh and distribution of the control points are also
shown in the ﬁgure. The concentrated initial stress is well distrib-
uted in the ﬁnal design with 37% lower maximum stress and 3.3%
less volume.
Note that the interior control points of the middle patch have
moved during optimization process. Their movements were deter-
mined by boundary displacement method (Choi and Kim, 2005).
More details on boundary displacement method will be explained
in the third example.5.2. A hole design in a ﬁnite plate: minimization of the maximum stress
Another traditional shape optimization problem is treated. Prob-
lem deﬁnition is shown in Fig. 20. Due to symmetry, the quarter
modelwith symmetricboundaryconditionsandauniformlydistrib-
uted force on the right side is used in shape optimization. The
boundary that represents hole shape is the design boundary while
other boundaries are kept unchanged. The initial ﬁnite element
model and distribution of control points of the NURBS surface are
shown in Fig. 20(b). The design model is represented by a single
NURBS surface patch with the two knot vectors, s ¼ ½0;0; 0;
0:146;0:5;0:854;1;1;1 and t ¼ ½0;0;0;0:25;0:5;0:75;1;1;1. To
represent sharp corner at the upper right, two control points are
overlapped each other at the coordinate of (0.4,0.4). The knot vector
along t-direction consistsof uniformly spacedknotswhile that along
s-direction consists of non-uniform knots. If uniform knots are em-
ployed in the knot vector along s-direction in this model, elementsthe ﬁllet design problem.
ﬁllet design problem.
Fig. 20. Problem deﬁnition of the hole design in a ﬁnite plate.
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distortion, the knot values used in the knot vector along s-direction,
i.e. 0.146 and 0.854, are inversely determined by the point inversion
scheme (Piegl and Tiller, 1997). TheNURBS surface is divided into 16
elements by the knot vectors and has 36 control points. The coordi-
nates of the six control points that represent the hole are the design
variables. At the two control points whose coordinates are (0,0.1)
and (0.1,0), the essential boundary conditions are imposed. There-
fore, the two control points are ﬁxed along the direction of their
essential boundary conditions. The control point located at (0,0.1)
canmove vertically and the control point located at (0.1,0) canmove
horizontally during the shape optimization. Other four control
points can move horizontally and vertically. It is well-known that
stress is highly concentrated at point A in Fig. 20(a). Design objective
of this problem is minimizing the maximum stress while total vol-
ume of the structure is maintained. As shown in Fig. 21, the initial
concentration of stress is disappeared and smooth distribution of
stress is obtained in the ﬁnal design with 51% lower stress than
the initial one.
5.3. A cantilever beam problem: compliance minimization with
volume constraint
Many shape optimization problems including the previous two
examples deal with very simple design problems: very small num-
ber of boundaries is movable, the amount of shape changes is rel-
atively small and distortion of elements is not quite severe. Such
simple examples can be treated by conventional FEM based shape
optimization, even though the optimization process involved in theFig. 21. Final design result: theapproach is rather troublesome and inefﬁcient. In order to empha-
size advantages of isogeometric analysis based shape optimization
such as no parameterization and remeshing free process, more
general problem should be treated: all movable boundaries and se-
vere distortion of elements due to large amount of shape change. In
this example, cantilever beam problem which is one of the most
popular problems in structural optimization is chosen for numeri-
cal example. This problem is difﬁcult to deal with conventional
FEM based shape optimization since all boundaries are movable
and the amount of shape change is almost unrestricted. In this
example, T-spline local reﬁnement and control point removal
schemes are used to resolve geometric and numerical instabilities
observed during optimization process.
5.3.1. Problem deﬁnition
A cantilever beam that is subjected to a concentrated force
along the vertical direction is shown in Fig. 22(a). Compliance is
minimized with 60% volume constraint of the initial design space
in this example. Finite element model of the NURBS surface de-
ﬁned by the two knot spans, s ¼ ½0;0;0;0:2;0:4;0:6;0:8;1;1;1
and t ¼ ½0;0; 0;0:25;0:5; 0:75;1;1;1, 42 control points are shown
in Fig. 22(b). The control points are initially classiﬁed by three
cases as shown in Fig. 22(c). The control points marked by squares
are design control points which can move along both directions.
The control points marked by circles are concerned with boundary
conditions and the concentrated force. In order to maintain hori-
zontal dimension of the problem, they can move along the vertical
direction only in the initial state. Some control points on the left
side where essential boundary condition applied will be adaptivelyhole design in a ﬁnite plate.
Fig. 22. Problem deﬁnition: the cantilever beam problem.
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process to permit horizontal shape change of the boundary. The
diamond shaped control points are located inside the boundaries.
They are not design control points but they will move during the
iterative process as the design control points move around. The
movement of the interior control points can be determined by
the boundary displacement method (Choi and Kim, 2005). The
boundary displacement method will be explained in the following
implementing issues of the proposed approach.5.3.2. Implementing issues
In this example, there are three important implementing issues.
The ﬁrst one is boundary displacement method and the second one
is an adaptive selection of movable design control points on the
essential B. C. applied boundary. The last one is a special treatment
of crowded design control points.
The boundary displacement method is employed to determine
the movements of the interior control points. The determining pro-
cess is realized by solving a separate linear elastic equation with
the prescribed essential boundary conditions only. Fig. 23 shows
boundary conditions for the boundary displacement method. The
changes in design control points are imposed as additional essen-
tial boundary conditions.Fig. 23. Boundary conditions for boundary displacement method.As mentioned above, in order to change the shape of the bound-
ary under essential boundary condition, new design control points
which can move along the horizontal direction should be adap-
tively selected during optimization process. For this, topological
derivative is employed in this work. Topological derivative means
difference in an objective function when a small hole is created
and has been often employed for hole creation in level-set based
topology optimization as mentioned in Section 1. In their works,
a small hole is created at the location where topological derivative
is the minimum value. In the same manner, in this example, topo-
logical derivative is used to determine new horizontally movable
design control points on the left boundary. Topological derivative
with respect to compliance is written as following equation
(Garreau et al., 2001).
W0 ¼ 4p
1þ mr : eþ
pð3m 1Þ
1 m2 trðrÞ  trðeÞ ð35Þ
When the minimum topological derivative is found at a certain
point on the boundary, the control points whose compact support
contains the minimum topological derivative position are deter-
mined. Fig. 24 illustrates how to select new design control points.
The control points marked as circles in the right ﬁgure of Fig. 24
are selected as new design control points and then they are released
horizontally to change the boundary shape. Note that the diamond
shaped control points are introduced by T-spline local reﬁnement
using the knot multiplicity explained in Section 2. By repeating
the two knot values, 0.25 and 0.75, in the original vertical knot,
the diamond shaped control points are created at element corners.
As shown in the ﬁgure, additional control points are created on the
left boundary only by T-spline local reﬁnement without global
propagation to the whole surface. The diamond shaped control
points are movable along the vertical direction only. Fig. 25 illus-
trates deﬁnitely different shapes when the diamond shaped control
points are locally inserted on the left side or not. As shown in
Fig. 25(a), if the diamond shaped control points are not inserted,
as the control points marked as diamond move horizontally, the
essential boundary condition is valid only at the bottom and top
points of the left side. Moreover, the bottom and top corners of
the left side become very sharp and tapered as iteration continues.
Therefore, boundary condition and shape of the model become
unstable unless the diamond control points are inserted. On the
other hand, if the control points are inserted on the left side,
Fig. 24. Adaptive selection of design control points on the boundary where essential B.C applied.
Fig. 25. Effect of locally inserted control points (diamond) on left side.
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shape is maintained stable (Fig. 25(b)). Since the control points
are inserted by the knot multiplicity, continuity of the left side
changes from C1 to C0 due to C0 continuity and Kronecker-delta
property of basis functions of the inserted control points.
During optimization process, some of the design control points
may get crowded in a small area. They can be located at the nearly
same position as shown in Fig. 26(a). Then, the movable space of
the control points is restricted so that optimization process may
become considerably slow and desired optimal solution may not
be obtained. In the present work, the overlapped control points
are removed to guarantee sufﬁcient movable spaces of the design
control points. For this, the two diamond control points on the
right side which are nearly overlapped on other control points
(Fig. 26(a)) will be removed from the design model by knot re-
moval operation. Let us consider the two control points in the cir-
cle in Fig. 26(a). The local knot vectors corresponding to the control
points are deﬁned by the compact support of their basis functions.
Therefore, the vertical knot vector of the diamond control point is
[0.5,0.75,1,1] and that of the square control point is [0.75,1,1,1].
From the deﬁnition of B-spline, one knot value among the entities
of the two knot vectors should be removed for removal of the dia-mond control point. Here, 0.75 and 1 are candidates for removing
knot value. If the ending knots are removed, deﬁnition of B-spline
basis function is violated: the ending knot should be repeated (p+1)
times in the open knot vector. Therefore, 0.75 should be removed
from the vertical knot vector of the right side to remove the dia-
mond control point. In the same way, 0.25 is also removed from
the given vertical knot vector. Consequently, the vertical knot vec-
tor of the right side is changed from [0,0,0,0.25,0.5,0.75,1,1,1] to
[0,0,0,0.5,1,1,1] and the number of control points along the side is
also changed from six to four. As shown in Fig. 26(b), the elements
on the right side are merged so that the side is divided into two
elements. Since vertical knot span of the right side is not coincident
with that of the left side after the knot removal on the side, the ini-
tial NURBS surface is no longer valid so that the parametric space
of the surface is represented by T-mesh and T-spline interpolation
is employed for later iterations in shape optimization.5.3.3. Shape optimization results
Fig. 27 illustrates the iteration history of the model. As shown in
the ﬁgure, design space is naturally expanded along the vertical
direction so that two bar truss structure which is the optimum
Fig. 26. Removal of the locally crowded control points: utilization of T-mesh.
Fig. 27. Shape optimization: iteration history.
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optimum solution is very difﬁcult to obtain with the conventional
shape optimization approaches even with topology optimization
techniques. Although, expansion of the design space was at-
tempted in some topology optimization methods to obtain the
optimum solution (Jang and Kwak, 2008), they require predeter-
mined large number of computational ﬁnite elements along the
vertical direction during the whole iterative process and additional
schemes to decide whether change of design space is beneﬁcial or
not. However, in the proposed approach, design space is naturally
expanded without any additional schemes.
The graph in Fig. 28 shows iteration history of the objective
function (solid line) and constraint (dash line). In the ﬁrst few iter-ations, volume is reduced toward the volume constraint and the
objective function increases. After the volume constraint is satis-
ﬁed, the objective function decreases monotonically, then we can
obtain converged solution with stable process.
The same problem is also demonstrated with two different
initial conditions to test independency on initial volume and
FE mesh. In the ﬁrst case, the initial volume is assumed to be
same with the ﬁnal one. In the second case, the design model
is divided into 8 by 6 elements deﬁned by following two knot
vectors.
s ¼ ½0;0;0;1=8;1=4;3=8;1=2;5=8;3=4;7=8;1;1;1 and
t ¼ ½0;0; 0;1=6;1=3;1=2;2=3;5=6;1;1;1
Fig. 28. Iteration history of the objective function and constraint.
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respectively. Optimal two bar truss structures are also obtained de-
spite different initial conditions. Table 3 shows numerical results
and computation time in the three cases studied here. As shown
in the table, compliances of the three cases are very close and com-
putational times are reasonably small although relatively large
computation time is spent in the third case due to large number
of iterations.5.4. Application to shell problems
Shape optimization framework based on the isogeometric anal-
ysis can be easily applied to shell problems. Recently, the studies
on the isogeometric analysis of shell structures were presented
by several authors (Uhm and Youn, 2009; Kiendl et al., 2009;
Benson et al., 2010). Main challenge of the isogeometric analysis
of shells lies in deﬁning normal vector of each control point. The
control points do not lie on the surface whereas normal vectorsFig. 29. Iteration history of the shape: the sare deﬁned on the surface (Uhm and Youn, 2009). One reasonable
way to deﬁne the normal vectors of the control points is to take the
normal vectors at the projection points of the control points on the
surface. The projection points corresponding to control points are
determined by the point projection algorithm (Piegl and Tiller,
1997). Then, a normal vector at the projection point whose param-
eter is ðsi; tiÞ is deﬁned as follow:
V3 ¼
l3
m3
n3
8><
>:
9>=
>; ¼
S;sðsi; tiÞ  S;tðsi; tiÞ
jS;sðsi; tiÞ  S;tðsi; tiÞj
ð36Þ
In this example, degenerate shell formulation based on Reissner–
Mindlin shell theory for the isogeometric analysis (Uhm and Youn,
2009) is employed.
For shape optimal design of shell structures, the coordinates of
control points are employed as design variables. In two dimen-
sional problems, only boundary control points are design control
points but in shape optimization of shells, all control points are de-
sign control points. Shape sensitivity analysis can be performed in
a similar way described in Section 4. The element stiffness matrix
of a shell element and its sensitivity with respect to design vari-
ables are written as follows.
ke ¼
Z
BTDBdX ¼
Z 1
1
Z 1
1
Z 1
1
BTDBjJjdndgd1 ¼
XNINT
k¼1
BTkDBkjJkjWk
@ke
@x
¼
XNINT
k¼1
@BTk
@x
DBkjJkjWk þ BTkD
@Bk
@x
jJkjWk þ BTkDBk
@jJkj
@x
Wk
" #
ð37Þ
Strain-displacement matrix B is given by B ¼ TMCG. T is the coordi-
nate transformation matrix and the components of G are written in
terms of the derivatives of basis functions and the normal vectors of
control points. Since matrices T; C and G are dependent on the de-
sign variables in shell elements, the derivative of B with respect to
the design variables is written as
@B
@x
¼ @T
@x
MCGþ TM @C
@x
Gþ C @G
@x
 
ð38Þame initial volume with the ﬁnal one.
Fig. 30. Iteration history of the shape: different initial FE mesh.
Table 3
Numerical results of shape optimization according to the three different initial conditions.
Case Mesh Initial volume (%) Final volume (%) Compliance (Nm) Number of Iteration Time (s)
1 5  4 100 60 10.970 435 14.56
2 5  4 60 11.171 536 17.64
3 8  6 100 11.047 1574 63.36
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J ¼ JRJS ¼
siþ1si
2 0 0
0 tjþ1tj2 0
0 0 1
2
64
3
75
@x
@s
@y
@s
@z
@s
@x
@t
@y
@t
@z
@t
@x
@1
@y
@1
@z
@1
2
664
3
775; @jJj@x ¼ jJRj @jJSj@x ; ð39Þ
By applying Eqs. (29) and (30) to (28), the sensitivity of the element
stiffness matrix in shell elements can be calculated.
Fig. 31 shows two different initial shell structures to be opti-
mized. The initial shape of the ﬁrst one is a ﬂat shell and the otherFig. 31. Two different initial sheis a part of spherical shell. Four corner points of both models are
ﬁxed and a concentrated force is applied at center point of the each
shell. Compliance is minimized with volume constraint. For the
same ﬁnal volume, volume constraint of the ﬂat shell is 60% and
that of the spherical one is 54.3%, respectively. The material prop-
erties used are E ¼ 106 and m ¼ 0:3. Fig. 32 illustrates the optimal
designs of the two different initial shapes. Table 4 shows the values
of the initial and ﬁnal objective functions. The initial compliances
of the two shells are quite different since the rigidity along the load
direction of the perfectly ﬂat shell is much lower than that of the
spherically curved shell. Despite such differences in the initiallls for shape optimization.
Table 4
Numerical results according to the two different initial conditions.
Initial shape Initial compliance (Nm) Final compliance (Nm)
Flat shell 77.329 0.374
Spherical shell 0.510 0.352
Fig. 32. Shape optimization of shells.
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the compliances of the optimal shapes are also very close to each
other. As presented here, shape optimization of shells can be per-
formed with the isogeometric analysis without any difﬁculty.6. Extension of the proposed approach to topology optimization
6.1. A strategy for spline based topology optimization
The proposed spline based shape optimization can be readily
extended to topological design using trimming techniques and
the trimmed surface analysis explained in Section 3. As a ﬁrst at-
tempt to topology optimization based on the isogeometric analysis,
the topological derivative in Eq. (35) is adopted as a measure for
topological changes. If the point with the minimum topological
derivative is inside design domain, a new inner front represented
by a trimming spline curve is created around the point (Fig. 33).Fig. 33. A new inner front creation baOn the other hand, if the point with the minimum topological
derivative is on boundaries, a new inner front is not created and
shape optimization is carried out with the given topology. Trim-
ming spline curves for representation of inner fronts are created
in the parametric space since the numerical schemes in the
trimmed surface analysis such as point inversion and integration
cell decomposition are performed in the parametric space. The cor-
responding trimmed surface in the physical space is also shown in
the ﬁgure. The trimming spline curve is deﬁned by closed knot vec-
tor for its complete C1 continuity. For example, the quadratic spline
curve in Fig. 33 is deﬁned by six control points and the closed knot
vector [0.5,0.25,0,0.25,0.5,0.75,1,1.25,1.5]. Only four control
points are shown in the ﬁgure since the coordinates of the last
two control points are coincident with those of the ﬁrst two control
points. If trimming spline curves are introduced in the parametric
space, the control points of the untrimmed surface in the physical
space and those of the trimming curves in the parametric space are
design control points. That is, the external boundaries are changed
by the movements of the surface control points while the inner
fronts are changed by the movements of the curve control points
in the parametric space. The analytic sensitivities of surface control
points were already derived in Section 4. Sensitivities of curve con-
trol points are calculated by ﬁnite difference method (FDM) since
analytic sensitivity of curve control points cannot be derived due
to the use of the iterative point inversion scheme for integrationsed on the topological derivative.
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minates when the convergence criteria shown in Eq. (34) is satis-
ﬁed and no more inner front is created. No more creation of
inner front means that the point with the minimum topological
derivative is on boundaries when the relative difference in the
objective function satisﬁes the criteria in Eq. (34).
6.2. Numerical examples on topology optimization based on the
trimmed surface analysis
The cantilever beam problem in Fig. 22 is also treated to dem-
onstrate the proposed approach. Expansion of design space is not
taken into account in this example. The issues explained in Section
5.3 are also implemented here. Fig. 34 shows the iteration histories
of the objective function, constraint and topology of the model.
From the initial shape, the outer boundaries are optimized by
changing the coordinates of the surface control points until a
new inner front is created based on the topological derivative.
Once the inner fronts are created, the outer boundaries as well as
the inner fronts are simultaneously optimized. For shape optimiza-
tion of the inner fronts, the side constraints of the design control
points of the trimming curves are determined in the same way
shown in Fig. 17. In Fig. 34, topology changes in the physical sur-Fig. 34. Iteration history of cantilever beam problem: topolfaces and the parametric spaces are shown. The ﬁrst change in
the parametric space is the use of T-mesh due to the control points
removal using T-splines explained in Section 5.3. After some itera-
tions, new inner fronts are created sequentially by introducing
trimming spline curves and the integration cells are decomposed
in the parametric space for the trimmed surface analysis. As shown
in the ﬁgure, arbitrary complex topologies can be easily treated by
the trimmed surface analysis. Fig. 35 shows reasonable ﬁnal topol-
ogies for different initial conditions: different initial distribution of
control points and volume.
6.3. Discussions and further studies on spline based topology
optimization
This work is the ﬁrst exploration to topology optimization
based on the isogeometric analysis. The proposed approach has a
potential to be fully integrated shape and topology optimization
based on splines. However, it has still some challenges to be set-
tled. The ﬁrst one is reducing computational time and the second
one is more systematic strategy for topological changes.
Numerical results of topology optimization are shown in Table 5.
As shown in the table, much more computational time is spent in
topology optimization than that in shape optimization in Table 3.ogy changes in the physical and the parametric spaces.
Table 5
Numerical results of topology optimization according to the three different initial conditions.
Case Mesh Initial volume (%) Final volume (%) Compliance (Nm) Number of iteration Time (s)
1 5  4 100 60 29.932 731 343.7
2 10  6 100 32.300 660 295.6
3 10  6 60 32.220 951 376.0
Fig. 35. Final topologies according to three different initial conditions.
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new inner fronts were created. Main reason on such high computa-
tional time in topology optimization is FDM calculation for sensitiv-
ities of the design control points of trimming curves. For FDM
calculation, the trimmed surface analysis should be repeated for
the sensitivities of every design control points of trimming curves.
As the number of trimming curve increases, much more computa-
tional time is spent in topological design. In order to reduce compu-
tational time, a further investigation on an efﬁcient sensitivity
analysis is under investigation.
The strategy used in the present work for topology optimization
is similar to that in the bubble method explained in Section 1. In
the bubble method, bubbles are inserted into structures based on
the characteristic function which is expressed in terms of stresses.
Since the outer boundaries and inner bubbles are represented
splines, the control points which represent the outer boundaries
and inner bubbles are design variables. Then shape optimization
is performed with the conventional FEM by remeshing the design
model at each iteration. It was the earliest attempt which uses
splines in topology optimization but its optimization process is
quite inefﬁcient in time due to remeshing and there is an ambigu-
ity in the number of bubbles inserted. Furthermore, it does not per-
mit insertion of additional bubbles during shape optimization of
the bubbles which were already inserted. Such topological inﬂexi-
bility may lead unexpected optimal design. Similarly, the draw-
backs in the bubble method may be also appeared in our
approach. Therefore, more ﬂexible and systematic strategy for
topological changes should be addressed to obtain better optimal
design and it is also under investigation.
7. Conclusions and further works
In the present work, isogeometric analysis based shape and
topology optimization are presented. The uniﬁcation of the mathe-matical languages in design and analysis resolves the inefﬁciencies
and limitations which come from the use of the conventional FEM
in structural optimization. Additional parameterization of design
variableswithﬁnite elementmodels is not necessary and remeshing
is not required during entire optimization process. Also, design re-
sult is not restricted in the predetermined initial design space. Three
representative examples in two dimension are treated with our ap-
proach: a ﬁllet design, a hole design in a ﬁnite plate and a cantilever
beam problem. Especially, in the cantilever beam problem, large
amount of change in shape is readily treatedwithout any remeshing
scheme and the local properties of T-splines are utilized to resolve
the geometric and numerical instabilities. Two-bar truss structure
that is the global optimum solution of the cantilever beam problem
is successfully obtained with the proposed approach based on iso-
geometric analysis. Moreover, the shape optimization framework
based on the isogeometric analysis has been directly extended to
shell problems without any additional scheme and difﬁculty. As
the ﬁrst attempt to topological design based on the isogeometric
analysis, the proposed approach is applied to topology optimization
using trimming techniques and the trimmed surface analysis. Topo-
logical changes in spline surfaces are represented by trimming
spline curves and arbitrary complex topologies can be easily treated
by the trimmed surface analysis. The new framework for topology
optimization has been demonstrated by applying the benchmarking
problems.
As mentioned in Section 6.3, the proposed approach for topol-
ogy optimization has challenges in sensitivity calculation and
topological ﬂexibility. In order to improve the proposed method,
a new sensitivity formulation for design control points of trim-
ming curves will be proposed for computational efﬁciency. A
systematic algorithm for inner front creation and merging will
be also given. Several benchmarking examples will be treated
to demonstrate our approach and special advantages will be
addressed.
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